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Packt Publishing Limited, United Kingdom, 2016. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 235 x 190 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Leverage Scala and the functional
paradigm to build performant software About This Book * Get the first book to explore Scala
performance techniques in depth! * Real-world inspired use cases illustrate and support the
techniques studied and the language features * This book is written by Vincent Theron and Michael
Diamant, software engineers with several years of experience in the high-frequency trading and
programmatic advertising industries Who This Book Is For This book assumes a basic exposure to
the Scala programming language and the Java Virtual Machine. You should be able to read and
understand moderately advanced Scala code. No other knowledge is required. What You Will Learn
* Analyze the performance of JVM applications by developing JMH benchmarks and profiling with
Flight Recorder * Discover use cases and performance tradeoffs of Scala language features, and
eager and lazy collections * Explore event sourcing to improve performance while working with
stream processing pipelines * Dive into asynchronous programming to extract performance on
multicore systems using Scala Future and Scalaz Task * Design distributed systems with conflictfree...
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Reviews
It becomes an awesome publication that I actually have actually read. It really is writter in simple terms and not di icult to understand. Once you begin to
read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ta lia Cor mier
The publication is straightforward in study safer to recognize. It is writter in straightforward words and never hard to understand. Its been printed in an
extremely straightforward way and it is just after i finished reading this book through which basically modified me, affect the way i think.
-- Per cy B er nha r d
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